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Introduction There are certain problems in the interpretation

of geophysical research data in wells (well-logging) in the

deposits of the Sarmatian tier (N1s), in particular in the

productive strata of the Dashava Suite (N1s1ds).

A characteristic feature of the Dashava Suite is the rhythmicity

of its structure (Leskiv, Shcherba, 1979). Each rhythm begins

with thin layers of clay, which at the top of the section are

gradually enriched with sandy material and by the end of the

rhythm are completely replaced by sandstones. At the heart of

the rhythms are most often layers of tuffs and tufts of low

power. Tuffogenic layers on logging diaphragms are marked by

sharp minimum of apparent resistivity, and at high pyrite

content by clear peaks of positive PS anomalies. The largest

part of the rhythm consists of sand-clay rocks, which on the

electro-log diagrams have a fairly clear roof, as each rhythm

ends with sandstone. The most powerful rhythmic series stand

out in separate sandy-clay horizons with a thickness of tens to

hundreds of meters. They are separated by clay bridges with a

thickness of several cm to 10-20 m. In the deposits of the

Dashava Suite, the reservoirs are thin layers of sandstones and

siltstones, which are unevenly distributed in area and section,

often forming lenticular deposits. The thickness of sand-

siltstone layers is diverse and varies from a few millimeters to

1-5 or more meters (Leskiv, Shcherba, 1979).

Sediments of the Lower Dashavа (N1s1ds1) Subsuite are

characterized by a highly differentiated PS curve and a

monotonic alternation of high and low resistivity. The Subsuite

includes 17 sandy-clay horizons. The Upper Dashava Subsuite

(N1s1ds2) is similar in lithological composition to the Lower

Dashavf Subsuite, but differs in less sandy section and wider

development of tuff and tuff layers.

The lithological and physical characteristics of the reservoirs of

the productive horizons of the Dashava Suite by deposits have

been studied mainly on the basis of the results of the

interpretation of well-logging materials. The main laboratory

studies of the core material of the Dashava Suite, in particular

its lower part (Lower Dashavа Subsuite) were conducted at the

Letnyanske deposit (Gritsishin, 2012).

In general, there is a situation when the interpretation of well-

logging data in terms of Dashava Suite sediments is mainly

based on petrophysical models, which were determined by

laboratory studies of core material from the Letnyanske gas

field (Gritsishin, 2012). Artificial phenomenological

petrophysical models were used, which at least to some extent

described the reservoir (porosity-filtration) parameters of the

reservoirs of the Dashava Suite: artificial reservoirs were

introduced to measure interval time to bring them to the

appropriate values, which gave adequate values of the

coefficient of porosity; determination of the clay content of

reservoirs (sandy layers) was performed according to an

artificial model, in which the gamma ray index (ΔІγ), the value

of 1.0 corresponded to the value of clay content of 0.35

(Gritsishin, 2012).

For a more accurate and adequate interpretation of well-logging

data in the context of the Dashava Suite, in particular to

determine the value of the porosity coefficient, a petrophysical

model was created, which basically contains a double model of

mean interval time (Itenberg, 1987; Solodkiy, Karpenko, 2013).

Method and Theory. In general, the component model of the
anisotropic layer can be represented as a layering of clay layers
and layers with high sand content (Figure 1).

Figure 1 Component model of anisotropic formation.

The clay layers in terms of component composition are modeled
as a mixture of clays and sandy fractions, and the layers with
increased sandiness (reservoirs) are modeled as a mixture of
clays, sandy fractions and pore space filled with fluid (Wang
Xia et al.,2018). Since the flushed zone is generally greater than
the depth of the acoustic logging method, it can be assumed that
the pore space is completely saturated with mud filtrate
(Solodkiy, Karpenko, 2013).

Since the productive layers of the Dashava Suite are
characterized by thin layers, it is possible to present an
integrating model within a thickness equal to the resolution of
the acoustic logging method as two layers, one of which is the
total representation of sandy layers and the other is the total
representation of clay layers.

The formula for modeling the average interval time in the
anisotropic formation can be written as the average interval
time in the model, shown in Figure 1:

where: DT – interval time in the anisotropic formation; Kglk –
clayness of reservoir; Kglg – clayness of clay layers; hef – the
effective thickness of the reservoir part of the anisotropic
formation; Н –thickness of the anisotropic formation; DTgl –
interval time in clay; DTf – interval time of formation fluid;
DTkv – interval time in the solid part of the rock; Кп – reservoir
porosity.

Isolating Кп, we obtain a model for the porosity coefficient:

Given the data of laboratory studies of the core material, the

results of studies of the section of the Dashava Suite by well-

logging methods, as well as assuming that sedimentation

processes, their changes were linear, it can be assumed that

the generalized (modal) clayeyness of sandy layers is equal to

the effective thickness:

Isolating Kglg and considering that the total clayness

corresponds to the model, we get:

Kgl = d*Kglk+(1-d)*Kglk/d

where: Kgl – total claynessof the anisotropic layer; d – the

ratio of the effective thickness to the thickness of the

anisotropic layer (d=hef/H); we receive:

Isolating Kglk, we obtain the expression for the generalized

clayness of sandy layers:

and, accordingly, for the generalized clayness of the clay

layers:

Given that d=hef/H, the generalized clayness of sandy and

clayey layers will be written as:

The equation of the average interval time for sandy and clay

layers will be written respectively:

Given that the model of the average interval time for the

anisotropic formation is written as:

we obtain a double model of the average interval time for the

anisotropic formation:

Isolating from equation (14) Кп, we obtain the expression for

the generalized porosity of sandy layers:

The above model of double interval time for an anisotropic

formation allows to determine the average value of the

porosity and clay coefficient of sandy layers (reservoirs, if

their porosity coefficient is greater than the limit value).

Figure 2 shows the results of modelling the claystone porosity of

sandstone interlayers as a function of the total claystone anisotropic

reservoir and the fraction of sandstone interlayers. Figure 3 shows

the results of modelling the porosity coefficient in sandy interlayers

as a function of the interval time of longitudinal acoustic wave at

different values of their clay content (with total clay content of

anisotropic layer Kgl=0.6).

Figure 2 Results of modelling the claystone porosity of sandstone

interlayers as a function of the total claystone anisotropic reservoir

and the fraction of sandstone interlayers

Figure 3 Results of modelling the porosity coefficient in sandy

interlayers as a function of the interval time of longitudinal

acoustic wave at different values of their clay content (with total

clay content of anisotropic layer Kgl=0.6).

Results. As a result, we obtain the model of the clayness of sandy

layers depending on the total clay content of the anisotropic layer

and the proportion of sandy layers in the anisotropic layer. Similar

ideas are used in modeling the electrical conductivity of a thin-

layer fornations (Kravchuk, 1963; Myrontsov, 2019; Myrontsov,

Karpenko, 2021). In addition, as a result we obtain the value of the

porosity coefficient in sandy layers depending on the interval time

of the longitudinal acoustic wave at different values of their

clayness for the total clayness of the anisotropic layer.

Figure 4 shows a fragment of a geological-geophysical plate with

the results of well-logging data interpretation by a double model of

the mean interval time for the anisotropic formation in the well

№17-Vyshnyanska (depth range 1440 – 1590 m).

Figure 4 Fragment of a geological-geophysical layout with the

results of well-logging data interpretation according to the double

model of the average interval time for the anisotropic formation in

the well №17-Vyshnyanska (depth range 1440m - 1590m). Made in

the environment of the automated system Geopoisk; system

developers: (Krasnozhon et al., 2007).

The obtained results showed that the model adequately reflects the

reservoir parameters of the anisotropic layers of the Dashava Suite

and allows to determine them more clearly and quickly, without

making artificial corrections and without using models that do not

correspond to the accepted petrophysical connections.

Conclusions Our research has shown that in the conditions of a

typical thin-layer section of a well there is a real possibility to

estimate the value of the total effective thickness of sandy layers.

So we got the opportunity thanks to the new proposed double

model of the average interval time for anisotropic productive strata.

Based on the results of interpretation of well-logging data, all

parameters of productive thin-layer strata (formations), which are

required to assess the prospects and gas bearing reservoirs in well

sections, are reliably determined.
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